
The ALARD Legacy

Fueled by our commitment to academic brilliance since 1999, Alard Group of Institutes stands tall as a beacon 

of excellence, forever pushing the boundaries of what is possible. The institution has relentlessly strived to 

elevate education as a revered institution and public responsibility.

Guided by highly regarded scholars and influential figures from various industries, Alard takes the lead in 

nurturing the visionary trailblazers of engineering, business, management, pharmacy, and more through an 

extensive array of specialized undergraduate, postgraduate, and diploma programs.

With an unyielding dedication   to    shaping    graduates ready for the industry, Alard stands on the brink of

revolutionizing the sector with the emergence of a new era.
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"Within the halls of Alard lies the canvas

where your extraordinary story begins,

destined to paint the world with brilliance

and purpose."

DR. L. R. YADAV

B.Sc, BE, ME, PGDM,

MBA, PH.D.

Imagine a world where knowledge knows no boundaries, where 

learning transcends the confines of traditional classrooms, and 

where your passion is nurtured to bloom into greatness. This is the 

world I strive to create at Alard, where the right to education 

becomes a cherished birthright, and the right to employment 

becomes an empowering realization.

In the vibrant corridors of Alard, we bridge the gap between theory 

and practice, cultivating skills that transcend academia and flour-

ish in the professional world. As you embark on this extraordinary 

journey with us, know that we are not simply imparting knowledge 

but igniting the flames of curiosity within you.

As Chairman, it is my unwavering commitment to walk alongside 

you,   to   inspire, to   guide,   and   to    witness    the     remarkable

transformation that awaits you within these hallowed halls.

Welcome to Alard Group of Institutes, where the convergence of 

academia and the professional world awaits you, where your future 

takes flight, and  where  you  become   the   architect  of  your  own

success story.
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Embrace the
energy of Pune, MH
Oxford of the East. Cultural capital of Maharashtra.

The fastest growing IT industry.

As you turn the page to the next chapter of your life, Pune’s vibrant heartbeat calls out to you to 

explore its myriad delights.

Uncover the grandeur of the Rajiv Gandhi IT Park, the irresistible charm of Balewadi High Street, and 

a  wide  array   of   culinary   delights   accompanied by a  thriving   nightlife.  In  Pune,   unforgettable

experiences await at every turn.



Top
hotspots

Hinjawadi Rajiv Gandhi
Infotech Park

Balewadi
High Street

Shaniwar Wada

Aga Khan Palace

Dagdusheth
Ganpati Mandir



WE KNOW EVERYONE.

Our unparalleled industry connections are your secret weapon to academic success. With easy 

access to real-world professionals, mentors, and potential employers at your disposal, you open 

doors   to    exclusive    internships,   job placements, and networking opportunities, making 

Alard the ultimate destination for your career aspirations.

 Why study at

Alard?
WE HELP YOU STAY

AHEAD OF THE CURVE.

WE OFFER REVOLUTIONARY

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

OPPORTUNITIES.
At Alard, we go beyond traditional 

academics to offer cutting-edge 

career development programs 

designed to equip you with the skills 

and knowledge demanded by today's 

dynamic job market. From specialized 

workshops and industry-specific 

certifications to personalized career 

counseling, our comprehensive 

approach ensures that you are 

well-prepared to excel in your chosen 

field.

Brace yourself as we immerse you in captivating 

industry projects, ignite your curiosity with 

cutting-edge research initiatives, and place you at 

the heart of immersive internships that transcend 

the ordinary. Unveil invaluable insights, forge an 

extraordinary portfolio, and cultivate the confidence 

required to conquer the untamed terrain of your 

dream career.



JOIN OUR COMMUNITY.

BE ONE WITH US.

LEARN WHAT WE’RE UP TO.

Know us up close.

@alardgroup

AlardGroupOfInstitutes

alard-group-of-institute-pune

@alardgroupofinstitutes8599
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Step into a world of boundless possibilities as we empower you to

new horizons in your academic and professional pursuits.

Since its inception in 2009, the Alard College of Engineering & Management 

has been  dedicated to   nurturing   aspiring   minds   and   fostering a culture 

of excellence in technical education. With a vibrant ecosystem that blends 

industry-aligned   knowledge   and   cutting-edge   facilities, we provide  the

perfect launchpad for immersive learning, groundbreaking research, and 

unlimited growth. 

Alard College of

Engineering &
Management

admissions@alardinstitutes.com

conquer

DTE CHOICE CODE: 6325
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M.E. in Computer Engineering

B.E. in Artificial Intelligence

& Machine Learning Engineering

Unravel the mysteries of programming, networking, and software devel-

opment, setting the stage for a dynamic career in the ever-evolving world 

of technology.

Harness the potential of advanced computing systems and explore the 

depths of neural networks and deep learning algorithms. From developing 

intelligent systems to solving complex real-world problems, this program 

enables you to be at the forefront of the AI revolution.

4 years full time

2 years full time

4 years full time

B.E. in Computer Engineering1

2

+91 9890257249 / +91 8411010602 admissions@alardinstitutes.com
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4 years full time

4 years full time

B.E. in Electronics & Telecomm. Engineering

Explore the fascinating world of circuits, signals, and networks as you 

unravel the mysteries of electronic systems. From designing intricate com-

munication networks to delving into the realms of wireless technology and 

digital signal processing, you'll gain the expertise to shape the future of 

connectivity. 

Prepare yourself to revolutionize the world with your electrifying ideas in 

the exciting fields of electricity, power, and innovation. Immerse yourself in 

a world of circuits, systems, and sustainable energy as you embark on a 

journey of discovery. 

B.E. in Electrical Engineering

4

5

+91 9890257249 / +91 8411010602 admissions@alardinstitutes.com

B.E. in Computer Science: UX & Design

Let your imagination take flight as you unleash the power of technology to 

craft seamless and captivating user interfaces. Our 4-year UX & Design 

program is your gateway to revolutionizing the way users interact with 

technology.

4 years full time3



4 years full time

Master the art of designing, building, and optimizing mechanical systems 

that drive the world forward. Unleash innovation with an arsenal of 

advanced equipment and tools at your disposal.

 B.E. in Mechanical Engineering

2 years full time

M.E. in Mechanical Engineering

Join us on a journey where your imagination meets concrete and steel, and 

where your passion for building transforms cities into thriving habitats. Let 

your architectural visions take shape as you bring your blueprints to life 

and shape the future of urban landscapes.

4 years full time

B.E. in Civil Engineering

6
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4 years full time

Step into the world of VLSI design and technology and be at the forefront 

of technological breakthroughs. Delve into the intricate domains of chip 

architecture, system-on-chip integration, and advanced digital design, 

opening doors to lucrative careers in the electronics industry.

8. B.E. in Electronics Engineering

(VLSI Design And Technology)

Unveil a universe of wireless marvels, where you'll explore the frontiers of 

IoT, 5G, and beyond, arming yourself with the knowledge to engineer revo-

lutionary communication solutions that transcend boundaries.

4 years full time 

 B.E. in Electronics And Communication

(Advanced Communication Technology)

8

9

+91 9890257249 / +91 8411010602 admissions@alardinstitutes.com
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Our Prominent
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Welcome to the Alard Institute of Management Sciences, where innovation, 

excellence, and limitless possibilities converge. Transform into a holistic 

management leader who not only possesses business acumen but also 

demonstrates strong ethical values and a global perspective.

At  our  institute, we  go   beyond  textbooks   and   theoretical   knowledge,

providing immersive learning experiences that blend real-world challenges, 

industry interactions, and cutting-edge research.

Alard Institute of

Management
Sciences

DTE CHOICE CODE: 6135



Discover a revolutionary master’s program where business meets 

innovation, where leaders are born, and where the rules of success are 

rewritten. Offered at a basic as well as global level, our 2-year master’s 

program combines the best of theory and practice, blending tradition-

al business principles  with    the    latest     trends      in      technology,

entrepreneurship, and sustainability.

With renowned faculty, industry partnerships, and immersive learning 

experiences, we prepare you to navigate    the    complexities   of    the

business landscape with confidence and creativity.

Master of Business Administration

MBA - Corporate World Program
O
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Specialization Areas as per

Savitribai Phule Pune University
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Major Specializations

Minor Specializations

International Business Management (IB)

Tourism & Hospitality Management (THM)

Pharma & Health Care Management (PHCM)

Rural & Agri Business Management (RABM)

Marketing Management (MKT)

Human Resource Management (HRM)

Financial Management (FIN)

Operations & Supply Chain Management (OSCM)

Business Analytics (BA)

+91 8411010603 / +91 9822437729 admissions@alardinstitutes.com
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(For MBA – Corporate World Program)

Value added Programs and Certification in MBA First Year

(I & II Semester)

Value added courses in MBA Second Year

(1 course/certification as per each major specialization)

1.  Data Science 

2. Digital Marketing

3. Six Sigma

4. Corporate Leadership 

1.  Supply Chain Management

2. Banking and Finance with Blockchain Technology

3. Salesforce.com/AWS

4. Advance Excel /SAP HR Certification

Employability Programs (300 + Hours)
IT Skills Development Program  (ITSDP) 

Inclusive Capability Development Program (ICDP)

Corporate Connect Training Program ( CCTP)

Entrepreneurship Development Program (EDP)

Psychometric and Personality Development Program (PPDP)

Placement Readiness Program (PRP)

Soft Skill Development Program (SSDP)

Leadership Development Program (LDP)

Foreign trip for MBA (Corporate World Program only)



In a world where information reigns supreme, computer engineers are 

the architects of tomorrow. Our aim with this transformative 2-year 

program is not just to produce exceptional professionals, but to foster 

an entrepreneurial mindset that sparks groundbreaking ideas and 

ventures. 

Through immersive industry interactions and software consultancy, 

we bridge the gap between academia and real-world challenges, 

empowering our students to shape the digital frontier.

Master of Computer Application (MCA)
O
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Apply computing fundamentals, specialized knowledge, and mathematics to abstract

and conceptualize computing models for defined problems and requirements.

Identify, research, and solve complex computing problems using principles from

mathematics, computing sciences, and relevant disciplines.

Design and evaluate solutions for intricate computing problems, considering public

health, safety, cultural, societal, and environmental factors.

Utilize research-based knowledge and methods to draw valid conclusions, including

designing experiments, analyzing data, and synthesizing information.

Employ modern computing tools, techniques, and resources to engage in complex

computing activities, while understanding their limitations.

The MCA program allows you to:

+91 8411010603 / +91 9822437729 admissions@alardinstitutes.com

2 years full time2
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Unlock   a   world   brimming    with    opportunities,   where   a   career    in

pharmacy opens doors to a bright future. Alard College of Pharmacy 

stands tall as a beacon of excellence, passionately imparting top-notch 

pharmaceutical education. Established in 2006, this esteemed institution 

has been a catalyst in meeting the ever-growing global demand for skilled 

pharmacy professionals.

Through captivating industrial visits, enlightening guest lectures, and 

engaging pharmaceutical activities, we prioritize the seamless blend of 

industry and academia.

Our focus lies in nurturing compassionate pharmacists who can serve the 

community tirelessly, while our comprehensive education equips future 

leaders with the ability to tackle real-life challenges with precision and 

expertise gained through meticulous learning at our institute.

Alard College of

Pharmacy



Embark on a transformative two-year journey with a Diploma in Pharmacy as 

you explore the science of pharmacy and its diverse theories and principles. 

From Pharmaceutical Chemistry to Human Anatomy and Physiology, our 

comprehensive curriculum equips you for a promising professional future.

D.Pharmacy
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Areas covered:

Areas covered:

Pharmaceutics 

Human anatomy and physiology

Pharmaceutical chemistry

Pharmacognosy 

2 years full time

Delve into the depths of medicinal science, where we shape compassionate 

pharmacists equipped to make a lasting impact on society. Join our vibrant 

community of aspiring pharmacists and carve a career that leaves a 

profound impact on healthcare.

B.Pharmacy
4 years full time

Pharmaceutics 

Human anatomy and physiology

Pharmaceutical chemistry

Pharmacognosy 

Pharmacology   

Pharmaceutical analysis

Regulatory sciences and

Pharmaceutical jurisprudence

(020) 66523760  / +91 8411010604 admissions@alardinstitutes.com

2

1

Hospital and clinical pharmacy

Pharmacology 

Community pharmacy and management

Social pharmacy

Biochemistry and clinical pathology



Delve into research areas such as conventional dosage forms, novel drug 

delivery systems, complexation, solubilization, and nanotechnology, and 

forge a path towards transformative advancements in the ever-evolving 

landscape of pharmaceutical sciences.

M.Pharmacy in Pharmaceutics
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Areas covered:

Areas covered:

Novel drug delivery system

Molecular pharmaceutics

(020) 66523760  / +91 8411010604 admissions@alardinstitutes.com

2 years full time

Gain the mastery of modern quality assurance techniques, where the art of 

analytical method and process validation takes center stage. By unlocking 

the keys to precise data analysis and interpretation, the program equips you 

with the essential skills to ensure meticulous quality control and assurance 

in the world of pharmaceuticals.

M.Pharmacy in Quality Assurance Techniques
2 years full time

Computer aided drug development

Modern pharmaceutics

Modern quality assurance techniques

Statistical evaluation

Analytical method and process validation

Impurity profiling of drugs

Research methodology

Quality management systems

3

4
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Welcome to Alard College of Business Studies (ACBS), where we ignite 

the flames of entrepreneurial spirit and nurture the trailblazers of tomor-

row. Here, knowledge transcends boundaries as we sculpt visionary 

leaders who embrace change, challenge the norm, and thrive in the 

ever-evolving business landscape.

At ACBS, we don't just follow the beaten path; we carve new trails. Our 

dynamic curriculum, meticulously crafted in collaboration with industry 

stalwarts, propels students beyond textbooks and into the realm of 

experiential learning.

With a blend of cutting-edge theories and hands-on practicality, we 

equip our students  with  the  arsenal  of  skills  needed  to  conquer  the

corporate battlefield.

Alard College

of Business
Studies

admissions@alardinstitutes.com



Redefine the future of business through immersive internships, 

real-world case studies, and industry collaborations with this 3-year 

program. Sharpen your analytical thinking, decision-making prowess, 

and     effective   communication   skills,   positioning     yourself   as    a

sought-after professional ready to make an immediate impact in the 

corporate realm.

Bachelor of Business Administration
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3 years full time

+91 9822437729 / +91 8411010603 admissions@alardinstitutes.com

1 (BBA)



2

Explore the dynamic intersection of business strategies and computer 

applications with this 3-year program. Equip yourself with the expertise 

to drive digital transformations and revolutionize the way organizations 

thrive in the digital age.

Bachelor of Business Administration

(Computer Applications)
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3 years full time

+91 9822437729 / +91 8411010603 admissions@alardinstitutes.com

(BBA CA)
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Our
Infrastructure
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Infrastructure

With a promise of a revolutionary educational
experience, our top-tier infrastructure sets the

stage for 21st-century learning like no other.
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